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MILITARY SPECIFICATION

AIRBORNE STORES, SUSPENSION EQt.lIPt4ENTAND
AIRCRAFT-STORE INTERFACE (CARRIAGE PHASE):

GENERAL DESIGN CRITERIA FOR

This specification is approved for use by ail
and Agencies of the Department of Oefense.

1. SCOPE

Departments

1.1 ~. This specification sets forth general structural and
mechanical design criteria to which airborne stores, suspension equipment and
their associated interfaces shali be designed. Provisions are included to
prcasotecross-utilization and servicing capabi1ity amnng miiitary aircraft of
ali services of the Department of Defense and various NATO country aircraft.
Guidance is provided for design, anaiysis, test, and documentation of airborne
stores, suspension equipment and the aircraft-store interface during captive
operations. Acquisition of airborne stores and related suspension and release
equipment shal1 be covered by a detai1 specification or drawing to be prepared
by the contractor or acquiring activity.

1.2 ~. This specification contains general criteria that shali be
used to design, analyze, test and document the development of airborne stores,
suspension eauioment and other detaiis of the interface between the store and
the”aircraft ‘suspensionequipment.

i.3 Conforming requirements. Airborne stores
equipment shal1 conform to this specification and
with minimum possible restriction on the aircraft

2. APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS

2.1 Government documents.

and associated suspension
shall perform in service
flight envelope.

2.i.l Specifications, standards, and handbooks. Uniess otherwise
specified, the following specifications, standards, and handbooks of the issue
iisted in that issue of the Department of Oefense Index of Specifications and
Standards (0001SS) specified in the soiicitation form a part of this
specification to the extent specified herein.

Beneficial connnents(recommendations, additions, deietions) and any
pertinent data which may be of use in improving this document should be
addressed to: Engineering Specifications and Standards Department (Code
93). Naval Air Engineering Center, Lakehurst, NJ 08733, by using the
self-addressed Standardization Document Improvement Proposal (DD Form 1426)
appearing at the end of this document or by letter. u
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SPECIFICATIONS

MILITARY

MIL-T-7743

MIL-M-8856

MIL-A-8860

MIL-A-8868
MIL-A.8870

STANDAROS

MILITARY

MIL-STD-21O
MIL-STD-81O
MIL-STD-2088

MS3314

Testing, Store Suspension and Release Equipme!>t,
General Specification for.
M!ssile, Guided, Strength and Rigidity, Gener~l
Specification for.
Airplane Streng~h and Rigidity, General
Specification for.
Airplane Strength and Rigidity, Oata and Reports.
Airplane Strength and Rigidity, Vibration,
Flutter, and Divergence.

,’

Climatic Extremes for Military Equipment.
Environmental Test Methods.
Bomb Rack Unit (BRU), Aircraft, General Design
Criteria for.
Lug, Suspension (!000 Pound Class) Airborne
Equipment.

2.1.2 Other Government documents, drawings, and publications. The
following other Government documents, drawings, and publication; form a Part
of this specification to the extent specified herein.

a

DRANINGS

NAVAL AIR SYSTEMS COMWAND

1555268 MK 14 Mod O Lug.
1380540 MK 3 Mod O Lug.

PUBLICATIONS

NATO STANDARDIZATION AGREEMENTS

STANAG 3~41AA Design of Airborne Store; for Fixed Wi,P9 Aircraft
and Helicopter:.

STANAG 3:58AA Lo$ation of the El,~qtr,jc~lControl Conn,e,ctionfor
Aircraft S~ores o~her than MissiIes for Fixed Wirm
Aircraft.

STANAG 3575AA Requirements for Aircraft Store Ejector Racks for
Fixed Wing Aircraft.

STANAG 3726AA Bail (Portal”)Lugs for the Suspension of Airborne
Stores for Fixed Wing Aircraft and ‘HelicoPter.

2
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e? AIR STANDARDIZATION COORDINATING CONMITTEE - AIR STANDAROS

AIR STD 20/10 Ejector Racks for Conventional Hun\tIons.
AIR STO 20/13 Suspension Lugs, Reinforced Areas, and Design

Load Criteria for Droppable Aircraft Stores.
AIR STD 20/15 Suspension Lugs for 1000 Pound Class and 2000 to

5000 Pound Class Stores.
AIR S10 20/17 Mechanical Arming HIre Connections Between

Airborne Armament Stores and Associated
Suspension Equipment.

AIR FORCE LOGISTICS COMMAND REGULATION

AFSCR/AFLCR 80-28 Aircraft/Stores Compatlbllity Program.

NAVAL AIR SYSTEMS COMMAND

NAVAIRINST 3710.7 Aircraft/Store/Suspension Equipment
CompatlbllIty, Store Handl!ng-Loading Equipment
Compatiblllty, and Fllght Operating Ltmitatlons
for Aircraft Carrying Stores.

(copies of specifications, standards, handbooks, drawings, and publications
required by manufacturers In connection with speclflc acquisitionfunctions
should be obtained from the contracting actlvity or as directed by the
contracting officer.)

2.2 Other publications. The following document forms a part of this
speclflcatlon to the extent specified herein. The issues of the documents
which are Indicated as 000 adopted shalI be the issue listed in the current
OOOISS and the supplement thereto, If appltcable.

AMERICAN NATIONAL STANDARDS INSTITUTE (ANSI)

ANSI YIO.7-1954 American Standard Letter Symbols for Aeronautical
Sciences.

(Application for copies should be addressed to the American National
Standards Institute. 1430 Broadway, New York, NY 10018.)

(Industry association specifications and standards are generally available
for reference from 1ibrarles. They are also dlstributed among technical
groups and using Federal agencies.)

2.3 Order of DWCedeIICe. In the event of a conflIct between the text of
this speclflcatlon and the references cited herein, the text of this
speclflcatlon shall take precedence.
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3. REQUIREMENTS

3.1 Terms and nomenclatures. U.S. Standard Atmosphere, normal atmospheric
property variations, design analysis, test and reporting nomenclatures to be @
used shall be those equivalent to appropriate and applicable terms and
nomenclature used In the related basic airplane design specification
MIL-A-8860 or as specified in the contract documents by the acquiring
activity. Definitions and symbols shall be in accordance with 6.3.

3.2 Design strength. The airborne store and associated suspension
equipment shal1 have the strength and rigidity to support the forces and
moments resulting from the loading conditions specified herein (see 3.11).
For limit, yield, and ultimate conditions, stress analysis and tests shall
demonstrate that allowable stresses are not exceeded. The service life of the -
structure must equal or exceed the specified 1ife required in the applicable
contractual document.

3.2.1 Limit loads. Unless otherwise specified, the maximum loads expected
in normal operational employment of stores i.ndsuspension equipment,
designated herein as the limit loads, are used in this specification and
referenced specifications and formulas.

3.2.2 Yield loads. Unless specific yield loads are delineated, yield
loads are obtained herein by multiplying limit loads by 1.15, which is denoted
the yield factor of safety (yield factor of safety is i.O for Army
applications). The effects of deformation remaining after application and
removal of yield loads shall not exceed those prohibited in 3.3.

3.2.3 Ultimate loads. Except when specific ultimate loads are delineated, @

ultimate loads for suspension equipment or airborne stores while in the
captive phase (store is within the sphere of influence of the aircraft as
defined in MIL- M-8856) are obtained by multiplying,the limit loads by 1.50,
which is the ultimate factor of safety for the captive phase. The airlinrne
store or associated suspension equipment shai1 not fai1 during application of
ultimate loads. Failure is constituted by unintended separation of the store
from the suspension equipment, separation of any part of the store or
suspension equipment at ultimate or lower loads, or a material fracture of the
store or suspension equipment.

3.3 Deformation. The permanent deformations resulting from flight or
structural test articles being loaded statically; cyclically, or dynamica
with yield loads shal1 be combined with any thermal deformation due to
application of design temperatur~. If the thermal deformation should be
manner which would relieve the yield deformation, the more critical
deformation shall be considered. The deformation considered shall not:

a. Inhibit or degrade the mechanical operation of the store or
suspension equipment, or of the carriage aircraft.

ly

na

b. Adversely affect the aerodynamic characteristics of the store,
suspension equipment or the carriage aircraft.

c. Require repair or replacement of parts. @

4
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3.4 Design loads. The design loads shalI include thermal effects and
aeroelastlc structural deformation. Magnitudes and dlstrtbution of loads
shal1 also tnclude effects of structural dynamic response resultlng frcwn
transient or suddenly applled loads as defined by the acqulr!ng agency or
derfved by the contractor fn a ratlona) manner acceptable to the acqulrlng
agency.

3.5 Store classlflcatlon. Thts speclflcatlon shalI be used for both
ejected stores and rai1 launched stores. Deta\led characteristics of each of
these stores are gtven \n the followlng paragraphs.

3.5.1 Ejected stores. The maximum gross weights of ejected stores shall
include all disposable \tems. This actual weight, and any attainable lesser
weight, shall be used In the determination of design loads and establishment
of the store weight class for selection of suspension lugs. Store weight
classes, approved lug types and spacfng for each class are listed in Table I.

3.S.2 Rail launched stores. The maximum gross weight and other
characteristics of rail launched stores are listed in Table II. Each class
has unique hanger/rail mechanical interfaces. Table 111 fIllustratesthe
typical hanger configuration for each class of rail launched stores.
General1y the hangers are e!ther an internal T-shaped hanger (Figure 10) or an
external U-shaped shoe (figure 11).

TABLE 1. Approved lug conflquratlon for aircraft stores.

Number Lug
Height class ldelghtrange of lugs Spacing, inches figures Remarks

100 20 to 100 2 14 (see figure 4) 1

1,000 10I to 1,450 2 14 or 30 or both 2or3 ~1
(see figures 4, 5
or 6)

2,000 1.451 to 3,500 2 30 (see figure 6) 3

12,000 3,501 to 12,500 - (see Figure 7) ~1

Over 12,500 12,501 and up (see Figure 7) ~1

1/ Stores in this weight category may require 14-inch or 30-inch spactng, or
both. The declslon as to which spacing wili be required w1ll be found In
the store detail specification and will be a function of store weight,
length, diameter, moments of inertia, and types of aircraft on which it
wiil be carried. Only Figure 3 lugs shali be used for 30-inch spacing.
Only Figure 2 lugs shall be used for 14-inch spacing.

~/ In nmt instances, stores in this weight category wlii be sllng suspended
in bomb bays.

5
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TA8LE II. Typical rail launched store characteristics.

T

I
300 ~ 300

600 300

600 1000

—

Diameter
(in.)

c1

< 10

> 10

Type

Air-to-
air

Air-to-
air

Alr-to-
surface

Range

Short

Medium

Medium

TABLE III. Rail launched store configurations.

Weight
cla5s

300

600

Forward hanger ~/

2“01r
e

“4’1 t-

Lau,lch
type
—— ._

Rail

Rail/
eject

Rail/
eject

—

Aft hanger ~/

2“01 r

-

723
r

1-t

~/ Dimensions are in inches.

3.5.3 Center of gravity. The center of gravity (cg) positions to be
considered for design shal1 be the maximum forward and aft positions for the
gross weights of 3.5, including all distributions of mass items for the store
during ground use, captive flight, and operational conditions. Additional
center of gravity positions within this range that produce critical loadings
shall be examined.

3.6 Thermal criteria. The design of the storeand suspension equipment
shal1 provide for the cumulative heating effects from the internql an,d
external thermal environments as defined in 3.6.1 and 3.6.2.
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3.6.1 Internal. Heating effects shal1 be considered for internal thermal
environmental areas of the store and suspension equipment caused by, but not
Ilmlted to, operatton of electronic systems and ejectton cartridges prior to,
during, and after separation.

3.6.2 External. The external thermal environment shal1 be considered
which results from cooling and heating effects on external areas of the store
and suspension equipment caused by, but not 1lmited to, aerodynamic heating
and operation In ambient atmospheres consistent with both the cold and hot
atmospheres prevalent at the spec!fied operational altltudes, as covered {n
I4IL-STO-21O,or the system specification.

3.7 Service life. Service life shall be defined. Service life design
shall be a function of external loads resulting from pressure, oscillatory
forces, shock and transient loadings, temperature effects, transportation, and
storage consistent with the specified or intended operational use.
Appropriate durabi1ity and damage tolerance analyses shai1 be performed to
document that the required service life is satisfied for the planned
operational use. A qualification test program shall be conducted which shall
adequately demonstrate such analyses.

3.8 Suspension design criteria. This section defines the mechanical
interface requlrements for both ejected and rai1 launched stores.

3.8.1 Suspension Iuqs. Suspension lugs shall conform to drawings 1Isted
In Figures 1, 2 and 3 and shalt be applicable to the weight class shown in
Table 1. If variations from these requirements are considered necessary for
certain kinds of stores, formal justification and request are needed, and
wrttten approval by the acquiring activity shall be obtained prior to use.

3.8.1.1 Lug strenqth. The minimum strength of suspension lugs shal1 be as
specified in Figures 1, 2 and 3. The weight class, as determined In
accordance with 3.5, shall be used for selection of the type of suspension
lugs to be used on the store. Other suspension lug designs shalI conply with
the load requirements specified in 3.11.

3.8.1.2 Lug number and location. Tandem two-lug suspension shalI be the
minimum lug configuration. Any other means of suspension shali requtre that
the acquiring activity designate or approve a suspension conflguratton. The
number of suspension lugs and the spacing, by weight class, shall be as
specified in Table I. Lug location with respect to the store cg shal1 be the
most practical location consistent with the characteristics of the airtmrne
store carriage aircraft, and separation and handling requirements. The store
cg shall be centered on the iugs within f 3.O-inches unless otherwise approved
by the acquiring activity. A}i lug locations, dimensions, and allowable
tolerances are specified in Figures 4, 5, 6 and 7.

3.8.1.3 Luq well details. The lug wells for the 1000 and 2000 pound class
stores shalI conform to the requirements speclfled tn Figures 8 and 9
respectively. The lug wel1 axis shail be within the store reinforced areas
(see 3.9) and perpendicular to the longitudinal axis of the store within a
tolerance of ~ 0.5 degree.
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3.8.1.4 Destgn acceptance. Appropriate drayingi, illustrations, proposed
store designs and data.describing and substantiating the use of suspension lug
dimensions, strengths and locattons specified herein shal1 be submitted.to the ●
acquiring activity for acceptance prior to iflcorporati.ngthe lugs in stores
for use on standard suspension equipment. The design shall not conflict with
NATO STANAGS 3441AA, 3558AA, 3575AA and 3726AA and AIR STDS 20/10, 20J13i
20/15 and 20J17 (see 6.4).

3.8.2 Rail launched hangers. Two types of hangers are used to support
rai 1 launched stores. These are either an internal T-shaped hanger or an
external U-shaped shoe. Figures 10 and 11 i1lustrate the general
configuration of each. Petai1 dimensions and material typ,esshall be provided
by the acquiring activity.

3.9 Store reinforced areas. Stor~ reinforced areas s,hal1 conform to,the
dimension, location, and load requirements of 3.9.1, 3.9.2 and 3.9.3..
Strength requirements shall conform to 3.9.4.

3.g.1 Sway brace areas. The sway brace area for stores with 14-inch lug
spacing shall be as specified in Figures 4 and,5; for stores with 30-inch
spacing shall be as specified in Figure 6; and for heavy s,tores,shall be as
specified in Figure 7.

3.9.2 Ejector areas. 8oth interns? and external carriage stores shall
have ejector areas as specified in Figures 4, 5, 6 and 7. The store ejection
velocities, store attitude control, and the load time histories on the ejegtor
area of the store shall be as specified in the detail specification or by the
acquiring activity. @ .,

3.9.3 Cradling and handling areas. As a minimum, all stores shall have
cradling and handling area(s) of the size specified in Figures 4, 5.and 6 for
the applicable store category. The store in Figure 7 shall sustain ccadling
and handling loads on any parts of the skin beneath the strongback region.
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SECTIONC-C
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o,.. FIGURE 1. Lugs for stores In 100-lb ueight class.
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1 SECTION C.C
LUPPER SURFACE

OF STORE (REFERENCE)

THREAD 1.7S0.12 UN-3A
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MS3314 DEFINES THE EXACT DETAIL REQUIREMENTS OF THE 1000.LEi CLASS ❑Ohi8 LUG.
THESE DATA PROVIOED AS INFORMATION ONLY.
DIMENSIONS ARE IN INCHES.

FIGURE 2. 14-tnch spaced lugs for stores in 1000-1.bweight class.
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FIGURE 3. 30-inch spaced lucssfor stores UP to 2,0@lb welqht clas>~
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@

t ELECTRICAL SERVICE CONNECTOR
PRIMARY LOCATION,SEE NOTE C

7

t ELECTRICAL ~ ELECTRICAL SERVICE CONNECTOR
FuZE EJECTOR AUXILIARY L$&AJ~03,$EE

(co::::-’” ‘0::oo~o: ,3s0fi;l AREAFORFLIEL
AREA

+ ~

f

CONTROL ANO

‘ >3”5’”2 ‘1’”00 ‘;25

SERVICE

l“i-

COMNECTION~

5.0MIN

,.:~lNl ,’0,;::::.;:E “~”
i<. ‘; ‘“o-i-- =+

Q

,1/.#

J(
_.— —.

L@/
SEE 3.9.3

\cRAOLING AREA
FoRw ARO SEE 3.9.3

SERVICE Connection?

LuG AN,OLUG WELL WE SHALL 5? NoRMAL To THE STORE !oN@TLJoWAL Wls YITH;* *1/2” ANo !N
THE SAME PLAN,EWITHIN *1/~.

THIS LOCATION MAY ❑E INCOMPATIBLE WHEN O.LOERSTORES OR AlfI@F! ARE MIX.ED,WITM NEW ON.=.
IF SO. OUAL CONNECIO,Bs sHouLP !sE p?!ovlo?o.

DIMENSIONS A’E !N lNcH&.

NOTES
,. A MINIMUM 0.6Z5 lNcH. CL~RANCE SHALL BE PROVlt?EDBETWEEN”THE RA.CKLOWER SURFACE fJiO TH? STORE

UPPER SURFACE. THIS CLMRANCE SHALL NOT APPLV TO RACK ljOOKS. ❑RACES, EJECTORS, STORE LUGS OR

b.

L

d

FIGURE 4. Location of store case components, 14-inch lug Stores.
for carriage on 14-inch lug racks.
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/-43*,
~ ELECTRICAL SERVICE CONNECTOR

PRIMARY LOCATION,SEE NOTE C 7~ EL ECTRICA
FuZE
CONNECTOR

ELECTRICAL sERVICE CONNECTOR

5.OMIN-q ,_t ~sEE 1.9.4.1
--

X3
sEE 3.9.3

: L- 2.0 MIN “

1 I
-— ~+

7.0 SEE 3. S.1.2

6.0 MIM 6.0 IAIN

\ /’
-CRAOL,NG AREA

~ FORWARO sEE 3.9.3

a.

b.

c.

d

!0

NOTES
A MINIMUM 0.625 INCH CLEARANCE SHALL BE PROVIOEO SSETWEENTHE RACK LOWER SURFACE ANO
THE STORE UPPER SURFACE. THIS CLEARANCE SHALL NOT APPLY TO RACK HOOKS. BRACES.
EsECIORS, STORE LUGS OR SERVICE CONNECTIONS.

LuG ANO LUG WELL AXES SHALL BE NORMAL TO THE STORE 10 NGITUOINAL AXIS WITHIN *1/2”
ANO IN THE SAME PIANE WITHIN =1/2-.

THIS LOCATION MAY BE INCOMPATIBLE WHEN OLOER STORES OR AIRCRAFF ARE MIXEO WITH NEW ONES.
IF SO. OUAL CONNECTORS SHOULO BE PROVIOEO.

DIMENSIONS ARE IN INCHES.

FIGURE 5. Location of store case ccxnponents,14-inch lu9 Storesx
for carriaqe on 14 or 30-inch lug racks.
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ELECTRICAL SERVICE CONNECTOR~
PRIMARY LOCATION, SEE NOTE C

Q ElectricalFUZEC0t4NECTOR

\
/’

I-EJECTORAREA AREA FOR FUEL.

sEE NOTE b. CONTROL ANO sERVICE

(

SEE 3.9.4.1
1

\

CONNECTIONS

_ll.00 i.25
SEE 3.9.2 4.9

lr

,1 ~+o.OOO

SWAV BRACE
. .0.12s r+ SEE NOTE s

10.0

71

or . ?’: ‘“; ~ ‘)

AREA
----- —-- -— ——-. --- _~_::~r-J

/

k

3.0 Mlt4

~ - - “ “9 o
.—

~-j ~--

90” CR AOLIUG AREA L“

SEE 3.9.3 — FORWARO sEE 3.9.3 5..50+.25
f ELECTRICAL 5ERVICE

CONNECTOR,AUXILIARY
LOCATION,SEE NOTE C

NOTES:
● . A MINIMUM 0.625 INCH CLEARANcEsHAL~ BE pRovloEo BETWEEN THE. RAcK LowER suRTAcE ANo THE sTo~E

UPPER SURFACE. THIS CLEARANCESHALL NOT APPLY TO RACK HOOKS, BRACES. EJECTORS.STORE LuGS OR

b.

c.

(L

-.. —...
UMBILICAL CONNECTIONS.

LUG ANO LUG WELL uES SHALL BE NORMAL TO THE STORE LONGITUDINAL AXIS WITHIN +1/2” ANO IN, THE
SAME PLANE WITH il/2”.

THIS LOCATION MAY BE INCOMPATIBLE WHEN OLOER STORES OR AIRCRAR ARE hlXEO WITH NEW ONES.
IF SO, OUAL CONNECTORS SHOuLD BE pRovloEo.

DIMENSIONS ARE IN INCHE5.

e

FIGURE 6. Location of store case Components, 30-inch lug stores.
for carriage on 30-inch luq racks.
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\

sEE 3.9.4.1

&i=~J=7
~sEE NOTE ●

\

E
SWAY BRACE AR

sEE 3.9.1

-\.

10.0 .—.
3

/“

EJECTOR ARE
SEE 3.9.2

FOR CRADLING AREA SEE 3.9.3

~. _
--i

NOTE%
● . IF USED. LUG ANO LUG WELL AXES SHALL BE NORMAL TO THE STORE LONGITUDINAL AXIS WITHIN

31/2- ANO IN THE SAME PLANE WITHIN *l/2”.

b. DIMENSIONS ARE IN INCHES.

FIGURE 7. Sway brace and ejector areas for heavy stores
(ref Table I).
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SPOT FACE

G-

TO

CHAMFER ~!
TO MAJOR 0!

/

kUNO,ERC”T TO M,AJOR 01,
OF lH,RE@

GEOMETRY OF Lu9 WELL coNNE$l’oM
TO STO~E u:N!pEflFIED

●

D.624 in. minimum full thread

1.870 D in.

1.750 in. 12 UN-2B Thread.7,.!.,

0.177, +0..0,10~p.
:0..0?0.

. . .. .

Threaded 1u well for 1000 lb class stores.FIGURC 8.,9,. . . .
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TOP OF sTORE
1

3CHAMFER 45°10
MA1OR OIA

/

t

GEOMETRY OF LUG wELL j

CONNECTION TO s1ORE
UNSPECIFIED

●

●

●

MIL-A-8591G

SPOIFACE

+C+l o

\ UMOERCUT TO MAJOR OIA
OF THREAO

TABLE OF DIMENSIONS

A ~ 1.14 In. mlnlmum full thread

B I 2.620 D In.

E I1.350 +0.000 in.

-0.020

● These dimensions are mandatory for the U.S.,
and advisory for other parttc!patlng nations
that have agreed to STANAG 344lAA and AIR S10
20113.

FIGURE 9. Threaded Iuq well for 2000 lb class stores.
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FIGURE 10. Example of internal T-shaped hanger.
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FIGURE 11. ExamDle of external U-shaped shoe.
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3.9.4 Reinforced area strength. Unless otherwise specified by the
acquiring activity, stores with reinforced areas described in 3.9 shall be
capable of withstanding the loads specified in 3.11 without failure.

3.9.4.1 Sway brace pad areas and span. Reinforced sway brace pad ateas
shall be provided in the store design for a minimum of 2.5 inches
circumferentialIy on either side of the lug centerline for 100Tpound weight
class stores, a minimum of 4.0 inches circumferentially on either side of the
lug centerline for 1000-pound weight class stores, and a minimum of 5.0 inches
clrcumferentiailyon either side of the iug centerline for heavier weight
class stores (see Figures 4 through 7).

3.9.4.2 Cradling and handling area strength. The strong area on the
bottom of the store shal1 be capable of withstanding loads equal to three
times the weight of the store without permanent deformation (see 3.11.7.3).

3.10 Store/suspension equipment interface desiqn. This specification
defines procedures for use in developing loads for the design of stores and
associated suspension equipment. When this specification is used for the
design of suspension and release equipment, it shall be applied in conjunction
with the appropriate design specificationslstandards for bomb racks (see
MIL-STO-2088), launchers, and pylons. The following method of application
shall be followed for suspension equipment design.

a. Use appropriate appendices given in this specification to
determine loads generated at the store/suspension equipment
interface. This step should consider all stores scheduled for ●
carriage on the new suspension equipment.

.U

b. If the suspension equipment being designed is a multiple-store
type, the worst case loads shall be examined to determine maximum
shear/moment conditions for various critical design structural
points within the suspension equipment.

c. Use the loads generated at the store/suspension equipment
interface to perform stress analysis of the new suspension
equipment.

3.10.1 Ejector foot areas. For desigripurposes, each ejector foot area
must be capable of withstanding a minimum of 15,000 psi

3.10.2 Sway brace pad areas. For store design purposes, it shal1 be
assumed that suspension equipment des”ignshal1 provide a minimum area of 2
square irichesper sway brace pad. Sway brace pad areas for 100-pound ciass
stores are an exception to this rule, however, and suspension equipment design
shall be as specified by the acquiring activity.

3.11 Carriage design limit load. Design data for weapon carriqge ~s to be
generated by one of three procedures. These procedures have been developed to
cover a variety of aircraft/store situations; including high and low speed
fixed wing aircraft; helicopter aircraft; stores mounted at fuselage, win9
pylon and wing-tip station; rack-mounted and rail-mounted stores. A tuminary ●
of the various procedures and their applications are given in the following ‘-
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paragraphs. Detailed descriptions of these procedures are contained in
Appendices A, 8 and C. Procedure A shalI be used unless one of the alternate
procedures is approved by the acquiring act!vity. The method for determining
lug and sway brace reactions, excluding preload, shal1 be approved by the ‘
acquiring activity.

3.11.1 Procedure descrtptlons. The following paragraphs 3.1I.1.1 and
3.11.1.2 delineate the 9eneral and specific cases for fixed wing aircraft and
3.11.1.3 for helicopter aircraft.

3.11.1.1 Procedure A - carriage desiqn llmit loads - general case. This
procedure, defined in Appendix A, includes the use of general Inertial load
factor envelopes along WIth free stream aerodynamic data to develop
conservative design loads for application to a broad spectrum of aircraft. It
shall be employed when flow field data is not available and the provisions of
other procedures do not apply. Since the actual aircraft aerodynamic
characteristics are not avafIable, procedures outlIned in Appendix A shail be
used to calculate store angles of attack and side sllp.

Q%“

3.11.1.2 Procedure B - carriage design limlt ioads - stores carried on a
specific aircraft. Thls procedure, defined In Appendix B. is intended to
provide conservative ioads that are representative of the actual loads the
store WIII encounter on Specific aircraft, excluding helIcopter aircraft which
are covered in Procedure C. Alternative methodologies.are presented to ailow
the proper combination of aerodynamic loads and inertial loads to represent
particular flight conditions, rather than following the more general approach
defined in Procedure A. Stores that are designed using Procedure B are not
intended for application on several classes of aircraft, since this
procedure WI11 generalIy produce less conservative loads than Procedure A.

3.11.1.3 Procedure C - carriage design iimit loads - stores carried on
helicopter aircraft. This procedure, defined in Appendix C, is Intended to

fide the methodology for determining the carriage loads on stores nwxnted
on helicopter aircraft only. )4henstores may be carried on both helic.opter
and fixed-winged aircraft, it shall be necessary to evaluate the fixed-winged
aircraft loads using Procedure A or B, as weli as determining the helicopter
aircraft loads as defined in Procedure C.

3.il.2 Installation preloads. The preloads Imposed by the sway braces
shall be included in the calculation of the totai design loads. However, it
is possible that under certain conditions of high vertical loading, the sway
braces wiII cease to touch the store, thereby reducing the preioad effect to
zero. For the speclflc installation being considered, the contractor shall
determine an appropriate distribution of preloads by sway brace torqulng
procedures and present this to the acquiring activity for approval.

3.11.3 Dynamic magnification.

3.II.3.i Oynamic magnification factors. AlIowances for dynamic

Q

magnification of accelerations imposed on the store by aircraft catapult
take-offs and arrested landings, which result from structural flexibtlities
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of the aircraft or the store installation, are included in the load factor
envelopes in Appendices A.and B. Magnification factorsfor flight loads
resulting from structural flexure of any or al1 of the aircraft, store or
suspension equipment, are also included in the envelopes provided in
Appendices A and B. For application of the remaining procedure, the dynamic
magnification requirements are specifically stated in the appropriate appendix.

3.11.3.2 Time rates. For those cases where the functioning of store and
suspension equipment internal components may be affected by the dynamic
application of load, and when specific data are not available, the time
histories of application of critical combinations of load factors and
rotational accelerations shall be as shown in Figure 12.

FOR FLIGHT, t - 0.20 sEC TO 1.0 SEC
FoR ARRESTED LA NOING: t = 0.01 SEC TO O.)o sEc
(WITH LONGITUDINAL
LOAD FACTORS UP TO

i 2.0)
FoR ARRESTEO LAUDING, t = 0.1S SEC TO 0.50 SEC
(WITH LONGITUDINAL
LOAD FACTORS ABOVE
2.0]

FOR CATAPULTING, I = 0.02 sEC TO O.40 SEC
FOR NON. ARRESTEO t = 0.03 sEC TO I.o sEc
LANOINGS

n

k

HALF SINE WAVE

I

1- t t -1

FOR ALL CASES ABOVE. (’l= LOAD FACTOR

FIGURE 12. Time-load factor curve.

3.11.4 Vibratory loads. The vibration environment to which a store and
its internal equipment shal1 be designed is defined in MIL-STD-B1O, (Methods
514.2 and 515.2). The vibration environment to which the suspension and
release equipment shall be designed is defined in MIL-T-7743. If actual
measured vibration environments are available, these may be used by the store
designer, provided such use is approved by the acquiring activity. When
specific aircraft are designated for the application, the equipment designer
and aircraft contractor(s), with approval of the acquiring agency, shall
coordinate the definition of the vibration criteria to be used in the
design. For stores intended for carriage on helicopters, refer to Appendix C. ●‘u
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3.11.5 Fatigue strenqth. Oscillatory forces associated with pressures and
load spectra representative of excitations which include turbulent airflow,
inlet hammershock, radiated jet engine exhaust noises, boundary iayers, wakes, ~,
and similar sources, shall be considered in identifying and analyzing resonant
vibratory stresses which subsequently shall be used to estimate fatigue
strength in the design. When speciflc carriage- aircraft are designated, and
the forces described above are known, these forces, with a scatter factor of
two, shall be used for analyses and testing. If no carriage aircraft are
specified, nor a broad spectrum of aircraft designated, and the forces defined
above are not known, values shail be estimated and used after acceptance by
the acquiring activity. See 3.7 for conmtentsthat also apply.

3.11.6 Liciuid-sloshioads. If the store contains Iiqulds, strength shall
be provided for the pressures and dynamic response associated with
liquid-slosh and 1iquid-surge loads. Strength shal1 be provided for all
capacities of varying-capacity stores.

3.11.7 Shock ioads.

3.il.7.1 Employment loads. Strength shall be provided for transient
loading occurring during employment by ejection and jettisoning.

3.11.7.2 Shippinq loads. Strength shall be provided to withstand the
shipping environmental loads specified by MIL-STD-81O or as designated by the

9

acquiring activity.
,=

3.11.7.3 Cradlinq and handlinq loads. Sufficient strength shali be
provided at the designated support points to withstand loads equal to 3.0
times the weight of the store (in both directions of the three major axes
depicted in Figure 13) without unacceptable deformation (see 3.3).

3.12 Flutter and divergence. Flutter, buzz or other related dynamic
instabilitiesof any or all of the store, the suspension equipment, the weapon
station, the related aircraft structures and components, shall be accounted
for in accordance with 3.13 of MIL-M-8856. The store designer, the suspension
equipment contractor and the designated carriage-aircraft contractor shal1
coordinate With each other, as appropriate, and in accordance with acquiring
activity directIon, to exchange pertinent inertia, dynamic and other data
necessary to define, by analytical and test methods, the aircraftjstore
flutter and divergence characteristics. These data shal1 be used to establish
test requirements for the store during carriage and separation conditions in
accordance With f41L-A-8870.

3.13 Recycled, virqin and reclaimed materials. There is no exclusion to
the use of recycled or reclaimed materials and no mandate for the use of
virgin materiais provided it meets the requirements of this specification.
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QUALITY ASSURANCE

Responslb!lity for inspection. Unless otherwise specified in the
contract or purchase order, the contractor is responsible for the performance
of alI inspection requirements as speciffed herein. Except as otherwise
specified in the contract or purchase order. the contractor may use his own or
any other facilities suitable for the performance of the inspectlori
requirements specified herein, unless otherwise disapproved by the
Government. The Government reserves the right to perform any of the
inspections set forth in the specification where such inspections are deemed
necessary to assure supplies and services conform to prescribed requirements.

4.2 Test procedures. Design verification tes{ procedure requirements for
store design, operational structural capabi1ity, and employment
characteristics shall be as specified in detail by the acquiring activity or
by reference to applicable parts of the designated related specifications.
Quality conformance and qualification testing for store and store-tiunted
equipment shalI be in accordance with appropriate MIL:STD-81O requirements.
The requirements in these documents shal1 be,as defined in the equipment
detail specifications. The acquiring activity shall approve the test plans
and reserves the right to modify the testk, revi’$ethe limit values ok specify
the degree of testing, if considered necessary to determine compliance with
the requirements herein or in the contract.

4.3 Ground tests. A program of static, dynamic, repeated Ioa”d,
environmental, wind tunnel, and other ground tests required for proof of
structural and operational design s’hallbe performed as specified by the
acquiring activity in the contract, purchase order or other applicable @
contractual doc”uinent.For Air “Forceapplications, “unlessotherwise directed,
static testing is required if margins of safety are less than 0.20 for forged
components and O.33 for cast components. This requirement does not supersede
any requirements of MIL-M-8856.

4.4 Flight tests. Operational flight tests, including carrier or
shipboard suitability teSting, if applicable, to demonstrate the structural
and functional adequacy of the store shal1 be performed as specified by ‘the
acquiring activity in the contract, purchase ‘orde”r,or other applicable
contractual1 document.

4.5 Desiqn da’ta. The structural repo;ts and ‘designdata requited to
substantiate the strength and “rigidityof the s’t,ore,des’ignshall be specified
by the acquiring activity in appropriatecont,r$actual‘documents. The ‘formand
extent of information requ’~redfor design,,‘analy’s’is,test data, and report-s
shal1 be equivalent to such appropriate antiapplicable parts of airplane
design specificat’ions,‘MIL-A-8868 and ‘MIL=A-8870, as they relate to the
store. Submittal data schedules shal1 be as proposed “by the contractor and
accepted by the acquiring activity.

4.5.1 Symbols and axes systems. Except as otherwise specified herein, the
symbols, axes systems designations, signs and angular relationships required
for the structural reports, shall be those outlined in ANSI Y1O.7-1954.

5. PACKAGING ●--
This section is not applicable to this specification.
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1? 6. NOTES

6.1 Intended use. The requirements of this specification shail be used
for the design of entire stores and suspension systems. The primary purpose : - 0
of this specification is for the design of the totai store and Its components,
not mereiy the generation of interface loads. Oesign of store Components
usuaiiy requires generation of distributed shear and moment diagrams using the
information provided in 3.11. These diagrams are then used for detalled
design of the store or its components.

6.2 ~.

6.2.1 Oata requirements. For the information of contractors and
contracting officers, the data to be furnished hereunder shall be listed on OD
Form 1423 (Contractor Data Requirements List), which shal1 be attached to and
made a part of the contract or order.

6.2.2 Store certification data. For the information of contractors,
contracting officers, program managers, project officers, and project
engineers in stores and suspension equipment, U.S. Navy certification and data
requirements are set forth in NAVAIRINST 3710.7. For the U.S. Air Force,
these requirements are contained in AFSCR/AFLCR 80-28. These reqUirefIIentS
shal1 be met prior to authorizing stores/suspension equipment to be carried on
an aircraft.

6.3 Deflnitlons and symbols.

6.3.1 Height class. The designation given stores within a specified
weight range, used heretn and in Table I for ejectable store and Table II for
raiI launched stores, is a nominal weight within that range. The nominal
weight is not necessarily a mid-range or extreme range value.

6.3.2 ~. Any device intended for tnternai or external carriage and
mounted on aircraft suspension and release equipment, whether or not the item
IS intended to be separated {n flight from the aircraft. StOreS inciude
missiIes, rockets, bcinbs,nuclear weapons, mines, torpedos, pyrotechnic
devices, detachable fuei and spray tanks. line-source disseminators.
dispensers, pods (refueling, thrust augmentation, gun, eleCtrOniC-
countermeasures, etc), targets, cargo drop containers and drones.

6.3.3 Suspension equipment. All airborne devices used for carriage,
suspension, employment and jettison of stores, such as racks, adapters.
iaunchers and pylons.

6.3.4 14iss!lelauncher. An item rigidly attached to an aircraft to carry,
service, launch and jettison air-launched missiies.

6.3.5 Air-launched missile. A guided, self-propeiied store designed to be
launched from an airborne vechicle and whose target Is either airborne, on the
ground or under the water surface.
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6.3.6 Rail launcher. A launcher containing rails on which the missile is
carried, and alon~-i~h the missile travels after initiation”of th’e“missile’s
self-prooulslon system. ●

6.3.7 Ejection launcher. A launcher which provides an initial source of
energy to adequately displace the,missile’from the aircraft“prior to the
initiation of the missil,~’s5elf-PrOPul.~iOnrsYstern.

,,

6.3.8 w. A pylon is a suspension device externally attachable on the
wing or fuselage of an aircraft, with provisions for attaching aircraft
stores.

6.3.9 Sway bracing. That mechan~sm within the physical triaxial restraint
system which partially or ‘totally ‘reacts‘to store”yaw and pitch,i’ngmoment in .’
addition to lateral store loads.’ “’”: ““ ‘ “ ‘ “ “

6.3.10 Carriage. The conveying of a store or suspension equipment by an
aircraft under all,flight and giouridco~ditlons including taxi, ‘takeofif”;and
landing. The store or suspension equipment may be “locatedeither external or
internal to the a~rcraft. Carriage”shall“include time in flight U.Pto the
point of complete separation‘of ttiestore,or’suspension equipment from the
aircraft.

!.. ... .,

6.3.11 &paration. The terminating of all physical contact between a
store or suspension equipment, or’portions thereof, and an aircraft; or
between a store, or portions thereof, and suspension etiuipm?rit.Thi~ “Shall
include the parting of items or subrnunitionsfrom,a dispenser.,,

6.3.12 Ejection. Separation of a store with the ~ssistance of a f~r$e
@

imparted from a device,”’-eithefexternal or”’’iriterna~to the <tore:’ ““
...

6.3.13 Employment. The use of a store for the pvrpo~e and in.th: m?nn?y
for which it was designed, such as relea:ing”a bomb, l?unch~~g a rn!:~~~s.
firing a gun or “dispensing subrnunitlons.

6.3.14 Jettison.

6.3.14.1 Selective jettison. The intentional separation,of stores or
suspension equipment, or portions thereof’(such as’ex~en~ed rocket’pods?, n?
longer required “for the performance of the.’mission iri~~!ch t~~’4!rC~~~! is
engaged.

6.3.14.2 Emergency jettison. The intentions! ~,i~ul~?neous. or n:ar~,y
simultaneous separation of alI store: orrsu~~eniion equlpmdnt from the
aircraft in a pre-set, programmed sequence and normally in the safe condition.,...,.,

6.3.15 Symbols. This section provides a Partial list of symbo,ls?or usf,
with this specification. Additional symbols are-defined in the”individual
appendices as required. ““ “ :

WA _

‘s -

I
xx.

Aircraft basic flight design gross weight, pounds

Store weight, Including all disposable

I
YY’ Izz -

Store moments of inertia, s

Iterns,pounds

ug-ftz, at store cgi
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/’“! 3= -

0~-
n“=

Ixy,

Cg -

SA -

Ss -

&-

9-

q-

o-

v-

v~ -

a*.

a~-

t3A-

B~ -

ax -

ay -

az -

nx -

‘Y -

“z -

d-

o-

P-

3, Lx -
.
Q,<-

IXZ9 Iyz - Store products

Center of gravity

MIL-A-8591G

of inertia, slug-ftz, at store cg

A!rcraft reference area. ftz

Store reference area, ftz

Stem reference length, ft

kceleration of gravity - 32.17 ft/sec2

Dynamic pressure, lbs/ft2 . 1/2 PV2

Air density, slugs/ft3

Aircraft forward velocity, ft/sec

Lfmiting ai rrraft

Aircraft angle of

Ston2 local angle

Airtraft angle of

Store local angle

speed, ft/see

attack, degrees

of attack, degrees

sfdeslip, degrees

of sideslip, degrees

Aircraft axial acceleration, g’s

Aircraft side acceleration, g’s

Aircraft normal acceleration, g’s

Fore and aft load factor (+ aft)

Side load factor (+ right looking forward)

Normal load factor (+ up)

Roll attitude, degrees’

Pitch attitude, degrees

Yaw attftude, degrees

Aircraft rol1 rate, rad/sec

Aircraft p~tch rate, rad/sec

@ +*;Z - Afrtraf~yaw rate, rad/sec
*

3, ;; - Aircraft roll acceleration, rad/sccZ
.. ..
0, ~ - Aircraft pitch acceleration, rad/sec2
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‘$, ~z - Airxraft yaw acceleration, rad/sec2

M - Mach number

Cx - Store airlqad axial forre coefficient

Cy - Store airload side force coefficient

Cz - Store airload normal force coefficient

c1 - Store airload roll moment coefficient

~ - Store airload pitch moment coefficient

Cn - Store ajrload yaw moment coefficient

CL - Aircraft 1ift Curve
n

c - Aircraft sid,eforce
‘s

Px - Store air, inertia,

Py - Store ajr, inertia,

Pz - Store air, inertia,

Ml - Store air, inertia,

My - Stem air, inertia,

Mz - Store air, inertia,

slope, 1
degree”

curve 51ope, 1
degree.

or net axial fo~e

or net side force

or net normal force

or net rol1 momen~

or net pitch moment

or net yaw moment

R - Distance

X - Aircraft

Y - Aircraft

Z - Aircraft

from aircraft roll center to.aircraft store station, in~hes. ,,. ..

fusel,age station, ft

butt line, ft

waterline, ft

6.3.16 Sign convention. The reference ?xes f~r.the ~i~c~aft or store are
shown in Figure 13. Loads, load factoF>J ?nd dimensions ~re positiv~t~hen
acting aft, to the right (1ooking forward) and .up~‘-Arigles.,“moments, angular
accelerationsand a~gular velocities about axes,’parallel‘to the tieferenceaxes
follow the right:hand rule.

. ..-

6.,4 International standardization agreements. Certain provisions of this
speci’ficatlonare the SUbJeCt of the following fflternationalstaridardizdtion
agreements; STANAGS 3441AA, 355E4A, 3726AA, and portions of STANAG 3575AA and
AIR STD 20/13, 20/1’5and parts of AIR STD 20/10 and 20/17. When””an-amendment,
revision, or cancellation of this specification is proposed which will modify
the international agreement concer,wd, the preparing activity wil1 :ake e
appropriate action th~ugh international standardization channels including
departmental standatiization offices to change the agreement or Take ether
aPProPrlate accommodate“ens.

-.
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z

Y4/ x

THREE DIMENSIONAL FLIGHT
LOAD. FACTOR ENVELOPE FOR
WIN C. MOUNTEO STORES

RESULTANT ANO COMPONENT. LOAOS
ACTING ON STORE ARE SMOWN FOR
ROLLING PULLOUT CONOITION

FIGURE 13. Coordinate system, sign convention, and a typical
load factor envelope.
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6.5 Changes from previous issue. Asterisks are not used in this revision
to identify changes with respect to the previous issue due to the
extensiveness of the changes.

Custodians:
Army - AV
Navy - AS
Air Force - 18

Review activities:
Air Force - 11, 15

Preparing activity:
Navy - AS

(Project No. 15GP-0045)

Applicable International Organizations:
Standardization Agreement North Atlantjc Treaty Organization (STANAG”)
Air Standardizaton Coordinating ‘Cormnitte’e(ASCC)
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B...

APPENDIX A

PROCEDURE A

CARRIAGE DESIGN LIMIT LOAEIS,GENERAL CASE

10. SCOPE

10.1 m. Appendix A detai1s procedures for either of the following
conditions:

a. When no individual carriage aircraft is specified.

b. When a broad spectrum of carriage aircraft is being considered.

This appendix is a mandatory part of the specification. The information
contained herein is intended for compliance.

20. APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS

This section is not applicable to this appendix.

30. OESIGN LOADS

30.1 Aerodynamic ioads. The airloads to be used for wing or
sponson-nwnted stores shali be deveioped from store free stream aerodynamic
data using the angles of attack and sideslip computed in accordance with the
equations shown in Figure A-1. Corresponding angles of attack and sideslip to
be used for calculation of airloads on fuseiage-nmnted stores are shown in
Figure A-2. Values of dynamic pressure, q, shail be determined for all
critical conditions of velocity, V, to which the store is intended to be
subjected. This information shall be furnished by the acquiring activity.

30.2 Inertia loads.

30.2.1 Limit inertia load factors. The 1imit inertia flight load factor
diagram for wing or sponson-mounted stores is shown in Figure A-3. The
corresponding diagram for fuseiage-mounted stores is shown in Figure A-4.
These ioad factor envelopes shai1 be applied at the store cg.

30.2.2 Limit inertia catapuit and arrested landing load factors. The
iimit inertia catapult and arrested landing ioad factor diagram for wing or
sponson mounted stores is shown in Figure A-3. The corresponding dia9ram fOr
fuselage-nmnted stores is shown in Figure A-4.

0“
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APPENDIX A

FOr all points, the stores shall be considered to be mounted at incidence
angles of O or -3 degrees, whichever is more crit~cal in each case, to be
added to the values of aSgiven below:

POINTS (1] AND (2):

~ to+ 30000 DECREES
‘s- “ q

UP

3000 DEGREES
‘s .

.!—.

POINTS (3) AND (4):

11000 DEGREES
as =

o to. _
9

- ~~DEGREE:
65 q

POINT (5):

100 to _ 15700 + 100 q% OEGREES
as”+— ~h q

130C0 DEGREES

Os - ~~

POINT (6):

yxopt loo q% OEGREES
Oto+

as - Q

13000 OEGREES
05-?—

q

FIGURE A-1. Store angles of attack and sidesiip at specific load
envelope points for wing or spon”son-mountedstores.”-.. ....
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For all points, the stores shall be considered to be omcnted at Inctdence
angles of o or -3 degrees., whichever IS more crltlcal in each case. to be
added to the values of =Sglven below:

. .

POINTS (1) AND (2x

38000 DEGREEs

as
.otcl+—

Q

11000 OEGREES
6s- :—

q

POINTS (3) ANO (41

30400 DEGREES

Os -
lJto ——

9

--t

OUT80AR0 - LE~

13000 DECREES
i3~- :—

Q

@-

UP

00”WN

t

OUTBOARO - RIGHT

---@

FIGURE A-2. Store angles of attack and sldesltp at specific
load envelope points for fuselage-mounted stores.

.
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FIGURfA-3. Designim-tfa limit load factorsfor wing or
sponson-mountcostores. s
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@ .>

!3.—

7
--——{-......-

FIGURE A-4. Design inertia limit load factors for fuselage-mounted StOreS
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APPENDIX B

PROCEDURE B

CARRIAGE DE51GN “LIMIT LOADS, STORES CARRIED ON,
AIRCRAFT, A GROUP OR CLASS ‘OF~IRCRAf~

10. SCOPE

SPECIFIC

10.1 ~. Appendix B detaiIS procedures to be used When sPeCifi,C
aircraft, except helitopters, are designated for’~?r~’iage,.

This procedure defines analysis methods that may b.eqS.ed,as an altern?t!.veto.
Appendix A for cases where consideration is being given t,osp,ecifii.c ‘“
aircraftlstore combinations for wb!ch clet?i!?dinfo~pat~?n iS available..
including wing tip ~urit~d,stores, heavy s,to~es,and I,ow.performance a.i.~craft
carriage.

The procedures herein are intended to prOVide lo?ds thqt are.con$e.~!at,i.v?.bu~:
as close as possib,leto the actual I.oadsthe stor$ wi:llepCOUntgr~
Aerodynamic loads for a particular flight condi.tioo shqll be combi:n~dWith
iner.t!aloads representing the same flight cofldf~ion. A.lteinative
methodologies are included because the type and ar!ountof data a?lilable for a
specific aircraft cannot be predicted.

This appendix is a mandatory part of the.sp~cification.4 Th~ information.
contained herein 1s intended fOr COrnpli@?. “’-“

20. APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS

This section is not applicable to this appendix.

30. DESIGN LOADS

30.1 Aerodynamic loads. The aerodynamic loading.on,the.store.sh.al1 be,
determined assuming the ‘flowfield to be quasi-sta~it’’a.~’”the,!n:~ant.”th~~’the,
inertia loading is being,applied. Actual ‘testd~ta for store aerod~na~i.g
loads may be used for airloads, o~herwise, the !netJ.odt?,Q? U:5~d.’mfYbe
selected from thos,ede$cribed be.low~ The ‘fi:r$tt~o,~~~~ods,I;n,volye,”free,
stream aerodynamic c ‘data and uniform flow ‘angle s,; whqea.s, the. l;a,ttet~ two
methods involve the “utl,l lzatiop. of local flow. effects and djs,~rib,yt,g~; a~g-lq,:,.
The actual me~tiod thati i ~ @ PI? us?!. shall !~ SPPTO~@~~!$ ~h@, Sc~YiI[]n9

activity.
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30.1.1 Method of Appendix A. The method of Append!x A shalI be used to
e determine the store angles of attack and sideshp. These angles shal1 be used

with wind ‘tunneldata for the store alone In a uniform flow, together wi~h q, ~
to obtain aerodynamic loads. If appropriate store aerodynamic coefficient
data is unavailable, analytical or emplrlcal methods may be used to obtain the
load coefflc}ents for the store In a uniform onset flow.

30.1.2 Method using aircraft angles. An approximate method based on
aircraft aerodynamic characteristics shall be used to calculate store loads.
For wing or sponson-mounted stores, use Figure B-1 to compute the aircraft
static angles of attack and sidesllp. For fuselage-mounted stores. use Figure
B-2 to compute the aircraft static angles. If the actual aircraft aerodynamic
characteristics are unavailable, representative values for the type of
aircraft.may be obtained from Table B-i. The store angies of attack and
sidesiip shall be assumed to be the same as the aircraft angles, excePt fOr an
incidence angle correction which shalI be made In accordance with the notes on
Figures B-1 and B-2. If the aircraft motion Includes angular rates,
Incremental angles of attack and sidesllp shall be calculated using the
products of angular rate and distance of the store from the atrcraft center of
rotation and added to the store angles. The overal1 store loads shalI be
calculated assuming the store to be in a uniform onset flow by using the store
angles of attack and sideslip determined above with wind tunnel data for the
store in a uniform onset flow. If appropriate store aerodynamic coefficient
data is unavallable, analytical or empirical methods may be used to obtain the
load coefficients for the store in a uniform flow. This method does not take

e
account of the variations in fiow field along the store length and its
influence on the store load distribution.

TABLE B-1. Representative values for parameters
of Figures B-1 and B-2.

F
F
E

nz ‘Y 6 CL ‘Ya 8

8.00 I.o 4.70 0.05 0.010

3.00 0.5 1.60 0.10 0.017
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For al1 points, ,thes,to,res.shalI .be cons~idered~tobe mounted at incidence
angles of .0or -3 .degr,ees,:whichev.erl’smor;e,cr.tt.ic’al‘ineach case, ‘to be
added to the values of ~A.given :be:l..o,w:

POINTS (1) ANO (2):

aA - 0 tOaMAx DECREES

P’A = i0.2~u Ax DEGREEs

POINTS (3) AND (4)

‘A - 0 tO-3.6 %Ax QEGREEs

PA - iO.lflMAx DEGREES

POINT (5),

aA - + aRlm -(0.4 crux + ?R) OEGREE5

PA = fPHAx DECREES

POINT (6],

‘A = O to(O.8 ~Ax +oR) DEGREES

PA = +@MAX !EGREES

“uP
A *

DOWN

aR. _ M&i

%.x ( )“
‘A .,

““Y= C?,

FIGURE B-1. Aircraft angles of attack and siiteslipat specific-Ioadr
envelope points for wing or sponkon-mounted ss?or~~.”
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n
For al I points, the stores shall be considered to be mounted at Incidence

angles of O or -3 degrees, whichever Is more critical In each case, to be
added to the values of aAgtven below:

POINT(1)!

aA - 0 tO%Ax OECREES

PA- to.? @MAX OEGREES

UP

P 01NT (2):

‘A - 0 too. s aMAx OEGREES

B. - A PMAX DEGREEs

e POINT (2k
. .

UA - OtO -0.6 SAX OECREIZS
n

P A - :0.2 @MAx OEGREES

00WN

POINT [4b

aA ~ oto-o.4 a MAX OECREES

PA “- @MAx OEGREES

‘A () 1WHERE,
%AX - nzx

Cyl
0

‘A 1

()
f%AX - ny ~ ~

FIGLIREB-2. Aircraft anqles of attack and sldesllp at specific
load enveloDe points for fuselage-munted stores.
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30.I.3 Method using flow field data. Appropriate interference flow field -

data shall be used from wind tunnel tests or flight tests. These flow field
data shal1 be combined with vel’ocityto obtain the local flow field.
distribution over the length of the store. If the parent aircraft is
undergoing,angular rates in pitch, yaw or roll, the induced flow field’due to
the aircraft rates shall be combined with the measured interference flow field
and velocity to obtain the local flow distribution along the store. The
resulting flow field shall then be used with appropriate load distribution
methods to obtain the force distribution acting along the length of the
store. The force distribution shal1 then be summed to obtain the overall
store aerodynamicc loads.

.

30.I,4 Analytical method. Analytical prediction methods shall be used to ,
calculate the overal1 aerodynamicc loads on the store when the store is under
the influence of ‘theaircraft flow field. The methods shal1 be capable of
including angular rates and predicting disturbances In the flow field due to
the aircraft components, including, but not limited to, the fuselage, wing,
pylon, rack, and adjacent stores, and shai1 predict the ~nfluence of these
disturbances on the load distribution along the length of the store.

30.1.5 Method for low speed carriage. For aircraft with a inaximum
carriage speed of 350 knots equivalent air speed (KEAS) or less, airloads
shalI be developed using store angles of attack and sideslip computed in
accordance with the equations of Figure B-3 (wing or iponson-m-ountedstores)
or Figure B-4 (fuselage-mounted stores). The store overal1 loads shal1 be ●
determined using the store anglei with wind tunnel data ‘forthe store in a

_.

uniform onset flow. If appropriate store aerodynamic coefficient data is not
available, analytical or empirical methods may be used to obtain the load
coefficients for the store in a uniform flow.

30.2 Inertia loads. Inertia loads shal1 be deterininedfrom a knowiedge of
the aircraft performance capabilities and the location of the store on the
aircraft. Each combination of aircraft and carriage location defined by the
acquiring activity shall be considered in determining the critical loads,
When the performance capabi1ity of the aircraft is affected by the.presence of
the store, the performance with the store present shal1 be used, These load
factor envelopes shall be applied at the store cg.

It shal1 be noted that,the store load factor’sare @qUal in ‘magnitude,but
opposite in direction to the accelerations iiig’s experienced by the store,
during a particular maneuver.
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For all points, the stores shall be considered to be mounted at incidence
angles of O or -3 degrees, whichever Is more crltlcal in each case, to be
added to the values of OS 91ven below:

BS.!~OOEGREES

POINTS (1) ANO (4)

a5-ol. -~o EGREES

FIGURE B-3. Store angles of attack and sldesllrsat speclflc load
envelope potnts for wing or sponson-mounted stores
(low speed aircraft).
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For all points, the stores shal1 be considered to be mounted at Incidence o

angles of O or -3 degrees, whichever iS more.critical In each.case, to.be
added to the values of as given below:

PoINTS (1) AND (2)

a~. Ot. %DEGREES
q

%S -3~ DEGREES

‘PO IHTS (3] AMO (4)

a s =010 .~OEGREES

BSC f~O~oEGREEs
y

UP

-

-

DOWN

3

OUT ESOARD

e.
RIcH,T . .

3

FIGURE B-4. Store angles of attack and sideslip at specific load
envelope points for fuselage-mounted stores
(low speed aircraft).
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30.2.1 Load factor calculations. The 1oad factors shal 1 be computed using
the relations given below.

~r
~ + — ‘ZAY - ~yAZ + (h

2
n -- a + h:) AX - & b AY - hxhzA a

x
s 9 Y XY

+ : [~xAZ - ~zAX + (~: +. ;:) AY - kxjAX - ;y;zAZl
“Y= = - aY

+ : [WYAX - ~xAY + (L2n e- a + h:) AZ
z

- &x; zAX
z Y

- iy&zAy]
s

6X-X -x
score Cg aircraft Cg

&Y. Y -Y
score cg aircrafc Cg

Iaz-z -z
score cg aircraft cg

30.2.2 Total inertia loads at store cg. The total inertial loads at the store
cg shall be computed trom he tollowlng relations:

P -nIJ
x. Xs

mer Cia s

P -n u
‘inertia Y5 s

P onW
‘inertia ‘s s

n
x.snertb = -I

X;fix + (’yy - ‘..) ~y~z - ‘y= @y2 - ~z2)

+ Ixzcwz + Lx 6Y) + I#y - &z&x)

H =-Iii + (Izz
‘inerCia YY Y

- Ixx)b=&x + Ixz(&z2 - &x2)

+ Ixy(&x +~ybz) + I Y=(UZ =Xhy)

n= ‘-1==: =+(1=-1 )&& +1
inercti yyxy XY(GX2 - ‘Y’)

+ Ixy(fi + &x&z) + Ixzctix - &ybz)
Y
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30.2.3 Catapult and arrested landing load factors.. ~or wi’ngOr sp&,son-
nmunted stores on carrier-based air-craft,u,seF;gur’eB-5 for chtaphlt “and
arrested landing load factors. The corresponding ‘diagramfor fuselage-’mounted
stores is shown in Figure B-6.

30.2.4 Low-speed ftxed-wing aircraft. For ‘ai:rc~aftw:ith a maximum
carriage speed of 350 KEAS,or less, inertia,load.fac~or: may be taken from
Figure B-7 (wirig-mountedstores) or Figure B-8 ‘(”fusela,ge-riounledstores).

30.2.5 Wingtip mounted air-to-air missiles. ,.For air-to-aik missiiei
mounted at wingtip locations (outboard of the wi”ngpylon stations) o~ high
performance (fighter/attack type) aircraft, the,.!nertialoads shall,be,.,,
determined from the aircraft flight conditions given,in Table B-2 if specif
aircraft data is ‘notavailable.

c

30.2.6 Forces of interaction. The forces of interaction between the store
For S.to’reswith unusual orand alrcraft may be computed by various means’.

unique configurations, finite-element tidels utilizing flexible beam-type
elements may be necessary to obtain a proper set of store ‘loads. For this
situation, a c6nsputercode, $uch as NASTRAN, may b6 used.to obtain not only.
the forces of interaction, but also the distributed moments.and shears along
the store. Procedures employed for these interaction force calculations shali
be approved by the acquiring activity.

@
30.3 Coordinate system and sign convention; The-a~rplane reference,a~es

are shown in Figure 13. Loads, load factors and dime~sions are-positive when
acting up, aft and to the right. Moments, angul’araccelerations, and-angular
velocities about ax:: parallel to the airplane reference axes follow the .
right-hand,rule..

.; ,
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0

,.
I., Ill ~

II

I]! ’:1’: :’”1
I

I 4 I I i–ill
,,, ,,,1 1111I I 4-

1 I 2 %~++l!!! : – –
_AFT

I 1- 1 1.1 111111111 , I I I

‘- 2 0 2 4 6 I Ill II
.n ‘“-”-’o’7”iG —
x —

I 4 7 t 2.5H++,+H+-+HEB+

FIGURE B-5. Cataoult and arrested landing Inertial Ilmlt load
factors for wing or sponson-mounted stores.
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IV I I I I .1 1. 1.. .!....1 1 1- 1 I
,., ...,--,--.7-, +1

r71~lil
I 1 ,.!

I I I I I I I 1 I I

1111,1 - joR:J!FD ~ D!MN,.--

21 ;41 kl -ill II I -.

2.. .L. !—l__l

-+

11.111

! -.! ...1.-L.- I

Hitiiiii

~~ii
, ! ,

li”tm=~
,

“Y
e=
~=

I I I ]1 .1..1 ...1 I 1..1 I

+ 2cATAPULTING> 1.0

t 12 RAD/SEC2

f 6 RAD/skc2

,1 ,-’ .,:

Ill

FIGURE B-6. Catapult and arrested land”inqinertia limit
ioad factors for fuselage-n@unted stores.
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WHERE:

UP APPENDIX B
“z

OUTBOARD

1
D +1 ny

.-

,+. .

DOWN

(A) Has a value of ny = O, nz = 1.5 x max negative g which clean aircraft

can attain (IIzmust be at least 1.0 up).

(B) Has a value of nz = nz at Point (A), nY - I.O.

(C) Has a value of nz = O, ny = 1.5 x max g as read In cockpit, which can

be attained during unsymmetric maneuver.

(0) Has a value of nz = ny - I.S x max g as read in cockpit, uhich can

be obtained during an unsymmetric maneuver.

(E) Has a value of ‘z = nz at Point (F), nY = 1.0.

(F) Has a value of ny -=O, ‘z = 1.5 x max positive g which the clean

aircraft can attain.

FIGURE B-7. ~~.inertia Ilmlt load factors for wing or
-g~=ed stores (low speed aircraft).
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OUTBOARD .LEFI

-1

I

nz = 1.5 x Max flegat~y:e.9 whi,~~cle.a,q.!i.r\c!!!(A) Has a value of ny = 0. . ..,.,,,,,...-

can attain (nzrnust be at least 1.0 up,).

(B) Has a value of ny = O, nz = l.! x max ~~:itive g which cle,anaircraft

can attain.

e
I)esign inertia limit loads for fiuselaqe-mquntedFIGURE B-8; __
~t~es (low speed aircraFt). e-

. . .

n =fl. ox

e = ~.4 rad/sec2.

$ = ? 2 radfsecz “. .

0UT80-ARO RIGHT-

-
1“”
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PROCEDURE C

GENERAL DESIGN CRITERIA FOR HELICOPTERS

10. SCOPE

10.I =. Appendix C sets forth general and specific criteria to which
airborne stores and related suspension and release equipment, intended for use
on helicopters, shall be designed. The requirements set forth herein shall be
used exceot where additional or differinq criteria are soecified by the
acquiring’activity.

. .

This appendix is a mandatory part of the spec
contained herein is intended for compliance.

20. APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS

. ... .,

fication. The nformation

This section is not applicable to this appendix.

30. DESIGN REQUIREMENTS

30.I General requirements. External stores, suspension and release
equipment, and the associated interfacing hardware, shal1 be designed to
withstand the most critical combination! of aerodynamic, dynaIIIiC and inertial
loadings occurring in any specified aircraft configuration. All applicable
combinations of external storeisuspension, 9round or fli9ht conditions (rotor
speeds, altitudes and temperature:), and the ~ffects of ~la,>tPressu.r~and @
recoi1 during“weaponfi;ing:”’iaunchj&-j~tti son shall be considered. The
dynamic interaction or coupling of the combined stores/suspension/aircraft,
and any possible resonant amplification, sh,allbe investigated. There sh,al1
be no degradation of the basic aircraft with regard,to ground and air.
resonance phenomena, or the occurrence of dyn?rni~Instabilities, including
flutter and divergence, within the prescribed m,arginswhich define the” ‘
operating envelope of the aircraft. Where friti,cal to,successful pr~ject!lel
missiIe launch and target capture (seeker lock=on), the design shal1 proyid,~
acceptable launch tip-off attitudes and rates. Evaluation of these.‘system
integration requirements sha,llbe accomplished as,sPeCi.fiec!bY the ?cc!Yirin9
activity and made available.to the sto,regontra$toc qs neQeS:.arY.

30.2 Loads.

30.2.I Aerodynamicc loads. 4 general method,for determination of
aerodynamic loads on a store, similar to,Appendix A, is not presented. The
detai1 sto~e loads shal1 be computed by ?oe.of the.methods described below an?
approved by the acquiring activity.

a. Measured.force and qoment data from wind tunnel or fl,ighttests
properly scaled with respect.to dynamic pressure or Size.will’bq:
used.

b. Analytical force and.moment data computed by an appropriate @
rotorcraft f1ight simulation program during maneuvers performed
in accordance with the applicable structural specificati,ogj..
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c. Analytical force and moment data computed by an .lpprfv]ridle
three-dimensional flow field program modeling either the complete
airframe and store or only the store and those portions of the
airframe in the immediate vicinity of the store.

d. Forces and moments calculated using non-dimensional aerodynamic
co-efficlents determined by appropriate analytical methods and
conditions of dynamic pressure. angle of attack, and sideslip
approved by the acquiring actlvlty.

30.2.2 Inertia loading. Methods for calculating store load factors
associated with flight and landing are presented here.

30.2.2.1 Fl_ightload factors. The methods for calculating load factors
are: “

a. Hhen the helicopter performance parameters and the specific
location and weight of the store are known, the equations
presented in 30.2.1 and 30.2.2 of Appendix B shall be used to
calculate flight inertia load factors and store inertia loads,
respectively.

b. 14henthe helIcopter performance parameters are not known, the
limit load factors, angular velocities and accelerations at the
aircraft cg presented in 30.2.2.4 of this appendix, shall be used
with the equations presented in 30.2.1 and 30.2.2 of Appendix B. ‘
If the location and weight of the store are unknown, reasonable
estimates of these parameters shall be made based upon knowiedge
obtained from similar store configurations. Estimated data shall
be approved by the acquiring activity.

30.2.2.2 Landing load factors’. Methods for calculating landlng inertia
load factors are the same as those presented in 30.2.2.la and 30.2.2.lb of
this appendix. Landing loads shall not be combined WIth aerodynamic loads.

30.2.2.3 ~. Load factors presented in Table C-1 shalI be used to
determine store loads associated only with Navy hellcopter crash conditions.
These factors are not additive and are to be applled separately at the store
center of gravity. For Army helicopters, the store and store support
structure, as a minimum, shall be designed to separate from the aircraft prior
to failure of the primary structure.

TABLE C-1. Navy hel i copter store ultimate crash

load factors (at store cq).

“x “Y~ “z
s s

-9.00 ~3.75 -9.0

+2.25 . . . +4.5
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30.2.2.4 AirCraft Parameters.
speclfled in Table C-2.

Conditlon ax

——

Symmetrical :1.0
flight

Unsymmetrical ?0.5
fllght

Land{ng fo.5
with roll

Landing fo.s
with pitch

TABLE C-? .

I
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The aircraft parameters shall be as

t

ay az

~o.2 3.5

~o. s 2.8

0 1.8

Aircraft parameters..
-

‘i

+1.0

fl.o

-

-

~z

.

:0.1

~o.9

.

.,
~x % “~z

+0.5

~2.5

+1.5

~o.3

30.2.3 Oynamic loading. The store shall be designed for al1 dynamic loads
includinq those resulting from ground, airborne, weapons and countermeasures
firing, ;eapons jettison and rotor excitation.~ondit,ions in combination.with
the appropriate 1nertial and aerodynamic loads. The store contractor and the
designated carriage.-alrcraftcontractor shall coordinate with each other as
appropriate and in accordance with acquiring activity direction, to exchange

dynamic and vibration data and information. These dynamic characteristics,
associated with the spec!fic helicopter(s), shalI be ac:counte.dfor in the.
design of the aircraftlstore system, to preclude adverse response
characteristics that would degrade.the basic helicoptec handling qualities,
riding comfort, and ai,~craf!COmpOnent fati9u? Ii.ves.,

30.2.4 Fatigue load.inq. Steady state and,OSC!,lle~o.ryLoads which are
Imposed on the stores i,nstallation shal1 be detecmlned for the ful1,rang,e.o,f
the operating environment of thq specified h~l.,iCOpt.e~..Fatigue life
substantiationsh.al1 be accomPlished US.i.n9these.Ic!a.d.s.and!a:f1ight sPectrum
approved by the acqui,Cin9?ct.lv.itY.

30.3 Dynamic requirements. The vibratory.re,sp.onsechanacteri,sticsof’th~
store, suspension,equipment, or storelintertac;e;system, shal I be calcu~ated or
measured for all-condi,ti,ons@?loV., The frequency;”cQ.s.po.os.esha11,range fmm,
i/rev of the ma~n:rotor through 4b/.revof-~he,rnain rotor or 2b/rev.of the ta1.1,.
rotor, whichever is higher (b ‘=.number of blades). For weapons,firi~g;
conditions, the frequency range.shal:lex.f.endfire?the fundamental fifiing
frequency through the 10th harnmi c. In add:i,tion.to.excitati~ns at ,
frequencies producing hjghe,stloads or acceleration:, other rotor and
weapons-fire harmonics shal1 be considered when their fi~equency,is within ~ 10.
percent of a known <omponent resonance. Resonance-sa-rgdefined as
ampliflcation of the.input level by greater than.2:1. Therefore. design
considerationshal1‘includq, but not nece$sa,rlIY;be.1irnlted to:,the ~olll;o.wi.ng

conditions:
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a. Ground operatIons lncludlng handllng and taxiing.

b. Airborne fllght Including hover IGE and OGE, level fl!ght
maneuvers, tactical maneuvers and autorotatlon.

c. Iteaponand countermeasure flrlng from smal1 and large cal
rockets, missiles, grenades, chaff dispensers and flares.

d. Take off and landing.

. . e. Stores jettison.

norms 1

ber guns,

30.3. I Rotor Induced harmonic excitatlon. Main and tai1 rotor induced
vibrations are the slgnlflcant sources of dynamic Ioadlng for helIcopters. The
coupled dynamic response of the rotor(s), ffiselage,wing-(lf applicable),
suspension equipment, and stores, Induced elther aerodynamlcalIy or through the
structure, shalI be determined. As a goal, the system shall be designed to avoid
main and tal1 rotor resonances withfn the normal power-on and power-off speeds at
al1 gross weights, centers of gravity, and aircraft loadlngs, and for all
applicable stores Ioadlng and dispensing conflgurat!ons, Includlng that of other
store locations. Freedom from nblrev resonance (n - an integer) is hlghly
desirable. Hhere more than one store is mounted on the same suspension hardware.
or where more than one storelsusDension coinbinatlonIs located on a structure(s)

“n
cantilevered from the fuselage, then all speclfled Ioadlng combtnattons shall
considered. Margins from l/rev and b/rev of 0.25/rev shall be observed, or
alternately, it shall be conservatively demonstrated that the combined static
dynamic Ioadlngs are acceptable.

30.3.2 Frequency P Iacement. The folIowlng structural and dynamic factors
which control frequency placements shal1 be considered:

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

f.

Fuselage attachment and supporting structure including wings or
other cant!levered structure for support of external stores.

HIng or cantilevered structural stiffness.

Flexibility of suspension and release equipment.

Stores or launcher structural flexibility.

Sway brace stiffness.

Coupling of system modes in close proxlmity.

30.3.3 Store response. Factors affecting the predtctfon of store response
magnitude shall include, but not necessarily be iimited to, the following:

be

and

a. Strength of the rotor wake impinging on the stores and stores

o
support structure, and the resultlng harmonic excitation.

.“
b. Magnitude of forcing functions at the rotor hub.
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c.

d.

e.

f.

9.

h.

i.
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Proximity df natural frequencies to rotor excitdtion friqhenrcies ●
and weapon firing rates.

Transmissibi1!ty from rotor to support structure as a resui”tof
modal response distributions.

Arnplification or attenuation of ‘~t.oresrelative to support
structure (suspension/stores‘dynamics) ;

Modal coupling.

System and local damp’ing.

Free play in suspension/release‘mechani’ims.

Effective damping of store”s,such as fuel..

30.4 Flutter and divergence. The requi’rernents“of3’.1’2of the ‘basicdocument
shall be met.

30.5 Mechanical instabi1ity. The total weapons syktemjshall be f~ee ‘of
mechanical instqbility with the required marg~n of safety at all rotor speeds
during al1 ground and f1ight operating conditi’ons. The store designer, the
suspension equipment contractor, and th,edesignated carriage-aircraft contractor
shal1 coordinate with each other, as appropria~e,,and,~n,accordance.with
acquiring activity direction, to exchange pertinent,inertj,a,,dy”tia,rnic,;and other ●
data necessary to define, by analytical or test ‘methods;the aircraft/’itore
mechanical instability chariicteristics. ,

30.6 Store/aircraft interface. The’jnteracti,onforfds between the store and
the aircraft shalI be determined by a method approved,by the.ac’quiririg,activity:
Finite-element models utilizing flexible beahtype. elements may be necess%ry to,
obtain a proper set of store load’s. For this sit”uatjon,.a computer code;,such as
NASTRAN, may be used to obtain not only forces of interaction, ‘butalso the
distributed moments and shears along the store.
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